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III, James Normile, Timothy Plunkett, Steven Polan, Brian Sanvidge, Martha Wooding, and Edward
Skyler, ex-officio.
This report is the fifth in a recent series on municipal solid waste management in New York City.
Previous CBC reports recommended greater use of waste-to-energy conversion technologies,
addressing high collection costs at the Department of Sanitation, implementing a franchise system
for commercial waste, and instituting a residential volume-based trash fee. It is the intention of
CBC to help reduce the great fiscal and environmental costs of solid waste management through its
recommendations.
A draft of this report was sent to New York City officials and other interested parties. We are grateful
for their comments and suggestions.
This report was prepared by Tammy P. Gamerman, Senior Research Associate, under the guidance of
Michael Dardia, Co-Director of Research. Michael Dardia and Maria Doulis, Vice-President, provided
editorial guidance. The report was edited by Laura Cyriax and formatted for publication by Kevin
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In recent years New York City has focused
on diverting food scraps and other organic
material from landfills as part of the City’s
environmental agenda. The City has initiated a
residential collection pilot and recently adopted
a mandate on large commercial producers of
food waste. The City aims to reduce landfilled
waste 90 percent by 2030 and carbon
emissions 80 percent by 2050.
The focus on organic waste diversion stems
from three key facts about New York City trash:
1) a large share of residential and commercial
trash is organic, adding up to 1.8 million tons
each year; 2) managing residential trash is
expensive, costing taxpayers $1.7 billion per
year; and 3) current disposal practices rely
on transport to distant landfills, damaging the
environment.
Alternative technologies already exist to reuse
organic material. But requiring the separate
collection of organic waste will necessitate new
truck routes, adding significant new costs and
worsening local truck traffic, as well as fees paid
to transport organic material to composters
and digestion facilities outside the city.
If the City’s residential curbside collection
program were expanded citywide the full costs,
net of savings from landfill reduction, would
be between $177 million and $251 million
annually. Most of the cost is due to additional
collection truck routes; at least 88,000 new
truck-shifts would be needed each year.
Processing capacity will also pose a challenge.
A survey of composting facilities within 150
miles found available annual capacity for
176,000 tons, which could accommodate
just 10 percent of the city’s 1.8 million tons
of residential and commercial organic waste.
However, proposed developments within
and outside the city could expand processing
capacity significantly in coming years. Seven
new anaerobic digesters have been proposed
in the region, and New York City has signaled

interest in expanding municipal composting
and co-digestion at wastewater treatment
plants. Despite these proposals, processing
capacity will remain problematic, and the City
will compete with private haulers and other
municipalities for any new capacity that comes
online.
Given these challenges, an alternative
technology for food waste diversion – in-sink
food waste disposers – should also be considered
as part of the City’s organics diversion strategy.
This simple but underutilized technology could
divert a significant amount of food waste from
landfills to the City’s wastewater treatment
plant digesters without adding new trucks to
the road. Garbage disposals benefit residents
by reducing odorous kitchen trash and resultant
pest problems. While such devices have been
legal in New York City since 1997, there has
been opposition from building owners and
confusion about their legality and impact. The
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
has also expressed concerns about the impact
of additional food waste on its sewer and
treatment plant infrastructure and the City’s
ability to comply with federal environmental
regulations.
Today the cost of the City’s residential organics
pilot program is small, but in the next few years
it may expand significantly. The City aims to
adopt its residential organic waste program
citywide by 2018, including expansion of
curbside collection as well as new drop-off
sites, and the commercial mandate could
be expanded as greater processing capacity
becomes available. Such growth would impose
substantial logistical and financial burdens on
the city. Until the City can address the high
cost of residential garbage collection and
secure adequate organics processing capacity,
a more limited strategy may be appropriate.
The following two targeted approaches could
achieve meaningful environmental benefits
without adding new costs.
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 Expand curbside collections only where
and when additional collection routes
are not required. If participation levels are
high enough, the Department of Sanitation
(DSNY) could expand the organics program
while avoiding additional collection routes.
This could be achieved by either replacing
a weekly refuse pickup with an organics
pickup or collecting refuse and organics
simultaneously with special trucks with
two separate compartments. An analysis
of the city’s 59 sanitation districts finds
such collection efficiencies are possible in
10 districts if organics set-out rates match
neighborhood recycling rates. Achieving
such efficiencies would require City
Council approval and a significant boost
to participation rates. However, if the City
can implement organics diversion in these
10 districts without increasing collections,
the City could divert nearly 84,000 tons
per year without adding costs. At current
average participation rates in the residential
pilot, only one district qualifies. However,
operational efficiencies or partnerships
with the private sector might allow for costeffective program expansions in additional
neighborhoods.
 Consider encouraging use of in-sink
disposers in select neighborhoods with
adequate wastewater treatment plant
infrastructure and capacity to reduce
garbage collection. DEP and DSNY should
collaborate to identify neighborhoods where
in-sink disposers could be used without
burdening existing wastewater treatment
infrastructure and where trash collections
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could be reduced. DEP operates in a
more constrained regulatory environment
than DSNY so a joint effort is critical to
developing a technically feasible strategy.
This analysis finds two sanitation districts
in the Bronx and two in Brooklyn in areas
served by adequate wastewater treatment
infrastructure could reduce trash pickup if
50 percent of residential food waste went
down the sink. Implementing this strategy
in these four districts would reduce truck
traffic and pollution while diverting more
than 17,000 tons of food waste and saving
$4 million annually. Achieving these savings
would require collaboration with the City
Council and efforts to ensure high levels of
residential usage. The distribution of costs
for the purchase, installation, and operation
of the devices between the City, building
owners, and residents would also need to
be resolved.
As New York City seeks to achieve environmental
benefits through wider diversion of organic
waste, municipal leaders should understand
that unless residential trash collection costs are
reduced by fundamentally altering collection
routes and practices, new program costs will
greatly overwhelm any potential savings from
landfill reduction. A significant expansion of
organics collection may also outpace regional
processing infrastructure if the City cannot
access new facilities under development. A
targeted and thoughtful approach, including insink food waste disposers where viable, would
preserve municipal resources and ensure
organics programs are sustainable for the long
term.

INTRODUCTION
CBC has highlighted the high cost—more than
$1.7 billion annually—of residential municipal
trash collection and disposal in New York City
compared to that of other municipalities.1
In addition to the high fiscal costs, negative
environmental impacts exist from the
transportation of waste to distant landfills and
from the landfills themselves.
A strategy of interest to both fiscal watchdogs
and environmentalists is to reduce the amount
of waste. One approach is to reduce the amount
of non-recyclable waste collected by charging
residential users a volume-based fee.2 Another
approach is to minimize greenhouse gases by
diverting organic waste from landfills. With
1.8 million tons of organic waste generated

and carted away every year in New York City,
handling of this material is an important focus
of local environmental and sanitation policy.
The City’s One New York plan set ambitious
goals to reduce total waste disposed 90
percent by 2030 and to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions 80 percent by 2050.3 To achieve
these goals, Mayor Bill de Blasio proposes
expanding residential organic recycling to
all residents by 2018.4 The City Council also
passed a law, effective in 2016, requiring large
commercial producers of food waste to divert
organic waste.
This report examines both the feasibility and
the cost of options for recycling more of the
City’s residential organic waste.
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OVERVIEW OF ORGANIC WASTE IN
NEW YORK CITY
After traditional recyclable material, organic
waste is the largest component of the waste
stream. Most of this material is currently
landfilled; however, a small amount is diverted
through a residential and school pilot program,
and the City recently adopted a diversion
mandate for commercial food waste generators.

NYC’s trash system
The City of New York has two separate systems
for handling solid waste. The Department of
Sanitation (DSNY) collects 3.8 million tons
of residential and government agency waste
each year, while more than 250 private haulers
pick up 4.0 million tons of business waste.5 In
total these two systems cost taxpayers and
businesses $2.4 billion per year: $1.7 billion for
DSNY and $730 million for private haulers.
New York City residents separate their trash
into three waste streams: 1) recyclable paper

and cardboard; 2) recyclable metal, glass, and
plastic; and 3) everything else, referred to as
“refuse.” DSNY workers collect the two recycling
streams once per week, either in separate
trucks or in trucks with two compartments
(“dual-bin”), and refuse is collected two or three
times weekly. Almost 90 percent of refuse and
nearly all recycling are collected at the curb
with two-worker garbage trucks.
In fiscal year 2014 DSNY spent $1.3 billion
on refuse—$826 million for collection and
$432 million for disposal—and $411 million
on recycling, mostly for collection.6 Due to
fuller trucks and denser material, refuse costs
$422 on a per-ton basis, versus $721 per ton
for recycling. Recyclable material is delivered
to local processing plants. In contrast, more
than 80 percent of refuse is brought to
transfer stations to be loaded onto tractor
trailer trucks, railcars, or barges for transport
to landfills in other states. (See Figure 1.)
The remaining refuse is processed at regional

Figure 1: New York City Residential and Public-Sector Refuse by Method of
Disposal, Fiscal Year 2014
Distribution of
DSNY Landﬁll
Use by State

Composted

0.2%

NY

10.8%

PA

Waste-toEnergy

17.5%

OH

Landﬁll

33.9%

NJ

0.4%

3.6%

82.3%

KY

VA

24.8%

2.3%

SC

6.4%
Sources: Jarrett Murphy, "Life Near a Landﬁll: The Towns and People Who End Up With NYC Trash," City Limits (May 22, 2015); and New York City
Department of Sanitation, Annual Report: New York City Curbside and Containerized Municipal Refuse by Borough and District, Fiscal Year 2015.
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waste-to-energy combustion plants, which are
more environmentally friendly because they
avoid landfill methane emissions and generate
electricity.
In addition to the financial cost, the City’s trash
operations have significant environmental
impacts. DSNY landfilled trash generates about
1 million tons of greenhouse gas emissions
each year, largely due to the organic portion
of the waste stream.7 The collection and
movement of trash around New York City also
has negative impacts. DSNY vehicles travel
25 million miles every year, burning 11 million
gallons of diesel fuel, emitting air pollutants,
and worsening traffic congestion.8

Residential organic waste
A recent waste characterization study for the
City found 31 percent of residential waste,
or 1.0 million tons, is compostable organic
material.9 For the typical New York City
household this figure translates to 11 pounds of
organic material every week. About 60 percent
of this material is food waste; the remainder is
green waste from yards and household plants
and soiled paper products.10 (See Figure 2.)
The amount and composition of organic waste
varies with the city’s built environment. In the

Figure 2: New York City Department of
Sanitation, Composition of Residential
Curbside Waste, 2013
Annual Tons of Residential Waste = 3.4 million

Food Scraps
18%

Soiled paper

All Other

7%

36%

Recyclable

Yard Waste
6%

33%

Source: New York City Department of Sanitation, Local Law 77 of 2013
Organics Collection Pilot Program Report, through March 2014, p. 5.

Compostable organic
material is 31% of
residential waste,
about 1.0 million tons.
Bronx, Brooklyn, and Manhattan, food waste
makes up about 70 percent of organic waste,
but the share is less than 50 percent in Staten
Island, where the share of yard waste is higher
due to more outdoor areas.
In May 2013 DSNY began a voluntary
residential organics diversion pilot with 3,250
households in Staten Island’s Westerleigh
neighborhood. After three major expansions,
pilot demonstration areas now include more
than 186,600 households in small multifamily
buildings in Staten Island, the Bronx, Brooklyn,
and Queens.11 These initial areas are low- and
medium-density neighborhoods with relatively
high recycling rates, but the pilot also includes
200 large apartment buildings and 750 schools.
To encourage participation, DSNY distributes
“starter kits” to each household, including
small kitchen bins and large brown bins for the
curb.12 For most demonstration areas, DSNY
collects the organic waste once per week,
on the same day as recycling collection. To
determine if more frequent collection increases
participation, DSNY collects organics twice per
week in Brooklyn, on the same days as refuse
pickup. In the Bronx, DSNY experimented with
dual-bin trucks to collect organics and refuse
at the same time, and dual-bin trucks will also
be used in two new pilot areas in Brooklyn and
Queens.
Based on interim evaluations, capture rates
(the share of organic waste or other potentially
recyclable material that is actually recycled) for
organic waste have ranged from 12 percent to
26 percent—lower than the average citywide
rate for recyclables (43 percent).13 Figure 3
shows rates have been highest in Brooklyn (21
to 26 percent) and lowest in Staten Island (12
percent).
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Figure 3: New York City Department of Sanitation Residential Organic Waste Pilot,
June 2014 to April 2015
Average monthly pounds per household

13.1

12.6

11.8

10.6

10.5

Capture rate

10.5
8.3

26%

25%

23%

21%

21%

Bay
Ridge

Bay
Ridge

Park
Slope

Sunset
Park

Park
Slope

(BK 102)

(BK 103)

(BK 065)

(BK)

(BK 064)

Twice a week collections

21%

15%

7.5

7.4

14%

14%

Windsor Maspeth Glendale
(QN)
(QN)
Terrace
(BK)

8.1

12%

Throgs Westerleigh
(SI)
Neck
(BX)

Once a week collections

Note: The pilot includes two separate areas within both Bay Ridge and Park Slope. The sanitation district section is included in parentheses next to these
neighborhoods.
Sources: CBC staﬀ analysis of New York City Department of Sanitation, NYC Organics Collection Pilot: Diversion Report II (January 2015) and Diversion
Report III (June 2015); and New York City Department of Sanitation, New York City 2004-05 Residential and Street Basket Waste Characterization Study,
Section 4.4, pp. 79-93.

Over fiscal year 2014 and fiscal year 2015, the
residential and school pilots cost $19 million,
including collection costs, export fees, waste
bins, and outreach, and diverted 15,850 tons,
implying a per-ton cost of $1,200.14 DSNY
attributes these high costs to implementation
expenses and small diversion quantities, which
ranged from 7.4 pounds per household per
month in Throgs Neck to 13.1 pounds per
household per month in Bay Ridge.

Commercial organic waste
The city’s private businesses also produce large
volumes of organic waste. A 2012 study of New
York City’s commercial waste sector estimated
private waste carters pick up 747,000 tons of
discarded organic waste from city businesses;
almost 90 percent is food waste.15 Much of the
city’s commercial food waste is concentrated
at large generators such as restaurants, grocery
stores, and hotels. According to a feasibility
study on commercial food waste grinders,
restaurants and hotels make up 82 percent
of food service establishments and create 57
percent of commercial food waste.16
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In 2013 the New York City Council passed a
law permitting the Sanitation Commissioner
to impose an organics diversion mandate on
a subset of large generators of food waste,
such as grocery stores, restaurants, food
manufacturers, sports arenas, and hotels.
Under the law, the Commissioner had to certify
by July 1, 2015 that local processing capacity is
sufficient and economical before imposing the
mandate.17 DSNY found 105,500 tons of food
waste processing capacity with prices, known
as tipping fees, ranging from $40 to $65 per
ton within 100 miles of the city.18
In August 2015 the Commissioner proposed
new rules applying the mandate to 350 large
food waste generators, such as large hotels
and stadiums.19 These rules were adopted
in January 2016. Notably, restaurants and
grocery stores were excluded. Businesses
subject to the law are required to arrange
for separate collection, transport the organic
material themselves, or process the material on
site.20 DSNY projects 50,000 tons per year of
food waste will be diverted, about 7 percent of
organic waste generated by city businesses.21

HOW MUCH CAPACITY IS NEEDED
TO EXPAND ORGANIC WASTE
DIVERSION?
Processing technology is not a major hurdle for
organic waste diversion. Simple technologies,
such as composting, have existed for centuries.
More complicated technologies for organic
waste to biogas conversion have existed
for decades in the agricultural sector and
at wastewater treatment plants. The bigger
hurdle to processing large quantities of New
York City’s organic waste is the proximity of
adequate capacity.
The three main technologies considered in this
report for the diversion of food waste and other
organic material are composting, anaerobic
digestion, and co-digestion at wastewater
treatment plants.22 Additional information is
presented in Appendix B.

Composting
Composting involves the decomposition of
organic material in the presence of oxygen
under controlled conditions. Typically, organic
waste is arranged in long rows, called windrows,
and aerated with a blower and tubes or placed
in vessels, such as rotating drums. The main
benefits of composting are simple technology,
low capital costs, and suitability for all types of
organic waste. In addition, costs can be offset
by revenues from the sale of fertilizer and other
“soil amendments;” typically, output equals
one-third of input and sells for about $20 to
$30 per ton.23 However, composting facilities
tend to have a large footprint.24
DSNY already runs three composting facilities
in the city, at a cost of $5.2 million in fiscal
year 2014, under a contract with a private
company.25 Two facilities, at Rikers Island
Correctional Facility and in Soundview Park in
the Bronx, have minimal capacity to expand.

The larger, a 24-acre site on the former Fresh
Kills Landfill in Staten Island, already uses more
than 80 percent of its capacity; the site may
accept up to 19,525 tons of yard waste and
up to 1,560 tons of food waste annually.26 The
City has submitted applications to increase
capacity for both types of waste but must meet
stringent state regulations to obtain approval.27
Four additional large composting facilities that
accept food waste operate within 150 miles of
midtown Manhattan. The largest is an indoor
aerated windrow composting facility at New
Milford Farms in Connecticut. The facility
is permitted to accept up to 53,865 tons of
compostable waste annually and charges
$60 per ton.28 This site has significant excess
capacity: approximately 50,000 tons of food
waste capacity is available.29 The three other
facilities have large yard waste composting
operations but much lower permits for food
waste.

Composting facilities in New York City and the region have
combined available capacity of 59,000 tons of food waste
and 176,000 tons of total yard and food waste, including
New Millford Farms shown above.
Photo provided by New Milford Farms.
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If current organics diversion programs are
expanded, much greater processing capacity
will be needed.
In total, composting facilities in New York
City and the region have combined available
capacity (permitted capacity minus current use)
of 59,000 tons of food waste and 176,000
tons of total yard and food waste. DSNY has
identified a gross maximum capacity of 200,000
tons within 100 miles of New York City for yard
and food waste.30 (See Appendix B.)

Anaerobic digestion
Anaerobic digestion occurs in the absence
of oxygen in enclosed vessels. During the
process, bacteria breaks down organic matter
and produces biogas, which can be converted
into natural gas, electricity, or vehicle fuel.
One benefit of this process is that additional
material, for example diapers and pet waste,
can be processed through digestion that cannot
be composted; however, the technology is
not well-suited for yard waste due to its low
energy yield. Anaerobic digestion generates
higher offsetting revenues thanks to energy
production; the typical plant footprint is
smaller; and the processing time is shorter than
composting.
No anaerobic digestion plants are operational
in the New York area, although at least seven
with a combined capacity of 800,000 tons
per year have been proposed for New York,
Connecticut, and New Jersey. In 2013 the first
large-scale anaerobic digestion plant for solid
waste in the U.S. opened in San Jose, California.
Prices at that plant range from $75 to $99 per
ton depending on contamination level, well
above the range for composting facilities.31

Wastewater treatment plant
co-digestion
Anaerobic digesters already operate at all
14 municipal wastewater treatment plants
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operated by the New York City Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP). Co-digestion
could make use of this existing infrastructure
and increase the energy output of sewage
digestion, thereby increasing revenue to the
City. To arrive at the digesters, food waste
could be conveyed through in-sink food
grinders and sewer pipes or direct-hauled by
truck. If delivered by truck, it would need to
be ground into a slurry consistent with sewer
sludge before being placed in the digesters. If
food waste arrives through the pipes, the added
solids and water would go through the same
process as all wastewater: solids are separated
in primary and secondary settling tanks; grit
is removed; and the remaining solids, called
sludge, go into digester tanks. The remaining
water is disinfected and released.32
DEP plants reuse 38 percent of the biogas
produced as heat or electricity; the rest is
flared. DEP’s 2013-2017 capital plan includes
$500 million to increase reuse to 58 percent.33
The digested sludge is then dewatered and
then disposed. Until 2012 DEP was committed
to 100 percent reuse of biosolids, but in more
recent years only about 20 percent of biosolids
have been reused.34
Additional in-city capacity will be available soon
to process and co-digest organic waste with
sewage at the Newtown Creek wastewater
treatment plant in Brooklyn. The initiative is
a public-private partnership between DSNY,
DEP, National Grid, and Waste Management.35
Waste Management projects expanding
capacity at the facility to 15,600 tons per year
in 2016 and 78,000 tons by the end of 2018.36
The City estimates up to 156,000 tons per year
of food waste could be added to the Newtown
Creek digesters.37 Increasing the long-term
value of the co-digestion project, National
Grid is also investing $14.4 million to convert
methane gas produced at the Newtown Creek
plant to pipeline quality gas and connect to

Figure 4: Existing and Potential Organic Waste Processing Capacity Near
New York City, Compared to Potential Diversion at 20% and 50% Capture Rates
(Tons per Year)

1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000

Regional

Commercial

Within NYC

Residential

600,000
400,000
200,000
Existing

Potential

20% Capture

Available Capacity

50% Capture

Potential Diversion

Note: The New York City region is deﬁned as within 150 miles from midtown Manhattan.
Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix B.

the city’s grid.38 DSNY currently has a contract
with Waste Management to accept organic
waste at the Varick I transfer station, two miles
from the Newtown Creek plant, for $116 per
ton; in addition to Newtown Creek, Waste
Management uses facilities in Connecticut
and New Jersey for processing organic waste
delivered to this transfer station.39

Total city and regional capacity
If current organics diversion programs are
expanded, much greater processing capacity
would be needed. A conservative estimate
of the total amount of compostable organic
material generated by New York City residents
and businesses is 1.8 million tons per year.40
Given the City’s mandate for commercial food
waste diversion, DSNY will compete with
commercial haulers for organics processing
capacity, making it important to consider

available capacity for both sectors. Based on
1.8 million tons per year, a capture rate for
compostable organic material between 20 and
50 percent would require processing capacity
for between 358,000 tons and 896,000 tons
of residential and commercial organics waste
each year. At 20 percent diversion, a realistic
scenario based on the experience of the
residential pilot, all existing regional capacity
would be used and an additional 175,000 tons
of annual capacity would be needed.41
If proposed composting and anaerobic
digestion developments occur, which is far
from guaranteed, total in-city and regional
capacity would increase from 176,000 to
1.2 million annual tons, which would need to
be shared with increased supply from other
localities. Diverting 20 percent of New York
City residential and commercial organic waste
would consume almost 30 percent of this
capacity. (See Figure 4.)
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HOW MUCH WOULD RESIDENTIAL
CURBSIDE ORGANIC WASTE
DIVERSION COST?
Even if sufficient processing capacity were
to become available in the near future, the
cost implications of large-scale organic waste
diversion at the curb would be substantial.
This section summarizes a detailed analysis of
the costs of an expanded residential organic
waste diversion program for each processing
technology previously described. Three
scenarios are considered:

The two curbside collection scenarios consider
use of three composting technologies (turned
windrows, aerated windrows, and in-vessel),
anaerobic digestion, and wastewater treatment
plant co-digestion. The third scenario assumes
that organics diversion via in-sink disposers
would reduce the number of refuse collections
if the remaining refuse could fit into trucks on
the remaining collection days.

 Curbside collection of organic waste at a 20
percent capture rate (similar to the current
pilot program);

The net financial impact considers the full range
of expenses: new costs for upfront investments,
collection costs or savings, transportation
and processing costs for the diverted organic
material, and savings from avoided refuse
export to landfills and combustion plants.
However, the analysis does not quantify the
environmental benefits against which any cost
increases must be weighed.

 Curbside collection of organic waste at a
capture rate equal to each sanitation district’s
current recycling capture rate, which ranges
from 17 percent to 66 percent; and
 Diversion of food waste through insink disposers and sewer conveyance to
wastewater treatment plants.
The analysis projects costs in the long term and
is not based on the cost of the current pilot
curbside program, which involves relatively
small volumes of organic material. Curbside
collection and in-sink food waste disposers are
considered independently; the analysis does
not account for potential interactions between
the two approaches if both were in place.
The analysis uses actual collection data for
each of the city’s 59 sanitation districts to
determine whether a district has sufficient
unused truck capacity to substitute an organic
waste collection for one weekly refuse
collection, or to use dual-bin trucks for joint
organics and refuse pickup. Boroughs were
analyzed separately to account for differences
in household waste characteristics, housing
density, and current refuse disposal costs.
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The analysis finds citywide curbside organics
collection would add new annual costs ranging
from $177 million to $251 million, largely
due to new collection costs. (See Table 1.) Insink disposers could save the City $4 million
annually but would cost $45 million per year
due to the purchase and installation of the
devices and the cost of water and electricity
to operate them. (Appendix A provides detailed
information on the sources and assumptions
used in the analysis, as well as additional tables.)

Citywide curbside
organics collection
would add new annual
costs ranging from $177
million to $251 million

Table 1: Annual Financial Impact of Residential Curbside Organics Diversion
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

20% Capture Rate Capture Rate = Recycling Rate In-sink Disposer
Tons Diverted

178,900

386,544

148,667

($240)
($6)
NAP

($186)
($6)
NAP

$9
($23)
($22)

$7
($5)

$15
($11)

($5)
($5)

Total Net Savings/(Costs) (in millions)
Lowest Cost Organics Technology
Highest Cost Organics Technology

($239)
($251)

($177)
($203)

($41)
($41)

Total Net Savings/(Costs) per Ton
Lowest Cost Organics Technology
Highest Cost Organics Technology

($1,336)
($1,403)

($459)
($526)

($278)
($278)

Citywide Savings/ (Costs) (in millions)
DSNY Collection
Upfront Bins/Device (annualized)
Household Disposer Operations
Net Disposal Savings/(Costs) (in millions)
Lowest Cost Organics Technology
Highest Cost Organics Technology

NAP = Not applicable
Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix A.

Costs of residential curbside
collection
Applying the ratio from a 2004 DSNY waste
composition study to current refuse tonnage,
a 20 percent capture of compostable waste
(food, yard waste, and soiled paper) would
divert 178,900 tons. Capture rates that mirror
district-level recycling rates would divert as
much as 386,500 tons annually.
Collection of source-separated organic waste
at the curbside would require additional
DSNY truck routes or trucks with additional
compartments on those routes with unused
carting capacity. This would increase DSNY
costs significantly. Direct refuse collection,
excluding administrative expenses, currently
costs $208 per ton, more than double the
cost of disposal.42 High DSNY collection costs
reflect high worker compensation and inflexible
work schedules and routes.
For this analysis, the estimated impact
on collections is based on current refuse

collection patterns. While organics routes
are longer now than refuse routes because
not as many households set out an organics
bin and require a truck stop, as more people
participate organics routes should more closely
mirror refuse routes. This analysis also assumes
organics collection would be provided once per
week citywide, even though some pilot districts
now receive twice per week pickup.
If enough organic material is diverted from the
refuse stream, DSNY could cut refuse pickup
from current schedules by a day per week or
switch to dual-bin trucks on some routes. This
analysis estimates how many sanitation districts
could drop a pickup or switch to dual-bin
trucks without any other scheduling or route
changes. DSNY has stated that it has plans for
operational improvements and negotiations
with the uniformed sanitationmen’s union to
offset new costs but has not publicly disclosed
any specific details. While this analysis does not
consider potential new operational efficiencies
or reconfigured routes for districts close to the
required threshold for dropping a pickup, the
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collection savings are optimistic. Any change
in collection frequency requires City Council
approval and negotiation with the union. Past
attempts to reduce collections have been
met with Council opposition. Additionally, the
analysis does not include potential costs for
building managers to alter centralized collection
areas and enforce separation rules.
If DSNY added a weekly organics pickup to
all 59 districts, annual collection costs would
increase by $242 million. Curbside organics
pick up would add more than 114,000 new
truck-shifts, which would also increase longterm capital costs for the truck fleet and add
to local air pollution and traffic. Under scenario
1, only one sanitation district (Concourse,
Highbridge & Mount Eden in the Bronx) could
drop a weekly refuse pickup, saving DSNY $2
million per year and bringing the net annual
collection cost increase to $240 million.43
Under scenario 2, if the residential organics
capture rate were as high as current districtlevel recycling capture rates, an additional
nine districts could drop a refuse pickup.44
Decreasing refuse collection in these 10
districts would save DSNY $56 million and
reduce additional new citywide collection costs
for organics to $186 million.45 The number of
new truck-shifts would fall from 114,000 to
88,000 per year.
On a per-ton basis, curbside organics would
add new collection costs of $1,353 per ton if
the capture rate is 20 percent or $481 per ton
of organic waste diverted if the capture rate
is the same as district-level recycling capture
rates.
The diversion of organic waste would also
reduce the City’s refuse disposal costs. DSNY
currently spends an average of $85 per ton
to transport and dump trash at landfills and
waste-to-energy plants. This cost excludes
certain fixed costs associated with rail and
marine transfer stations, such as containers
and railcars. The actual per-ton cost of disposal
varies across the city due to differences in the
mode of transportation (truck or train) and the
ultimate disposal destination; it is as low as
$70 per ton for disposal at New Jersey wasteto-energy plants and as high as $105 per ton
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Curbside collection of organic waste would require at least
88,000 new DSNY truck-shifts per year.
Photo provided by the New York City Department of
Sanitation.

at the Varick Avenue rail transfer station in
Brooklyn.46
While organics diversion avoids the cost of
landfilling or combustion, the City would have
to pay for its processing. For this analysis,
processing costs are based on literature reviews
of technology costs and publicly available
facility tipping fees. Given higher costs for
labor, land, and construction in the New York
City area, actual processing fees may be higher.
Contamination in the residential and school
organic waste stream, particularly plastic bags,
may also limit the number of facilities willing
to accept the material and increase prices. For
the ongoing residential and school pilot, export
fees, including the cost of transportation and
processing, range from $86 to $154 per ton.47
The analysis assumes prices would be $28 per
ton at turned windrow composting facilities;

$45 per ton at aerated windrow composters;
and $95 per ton for in-vessel composting. Most
large-scale composting facilities in the New
York City region use aerated windrows, making
this technology the most likely scenario.48
The cost assumptions for anaerobic digestion
and co-digestion at wastewater treatment
plants are based on capital investments,
operating costs, and offsetting revenues
from biogas sales. Based on these inputs, the
analysis assumes anaerobic digestion would
cost $62 per ton and co-digestion would cost
$69.49 Capital and operating expenses would
be higher on a per-ton basis for co-digestion
due to the need for separate pre-processing
facilities and upgrades to biogas equipment at
treatment plants. Revenues are assumed to be
higher for co-digestion at wastewater treatment
plants because additional biogas would be
produced from existing sewage. However,
actual revenues from co-digestion will depend
on the amount of biogas produced as well
as the infrastructure needed to beneficially
reuse it. The analysis assumes composting and
anaerobic digestion facilities are located 75
miles from the city, adding a transportation
cost of $18 per ton.
An additional cost must be considered for
organics diversion programs requiring pickup
at the curbside: waste bins. For the diversion
of food waste, sealed bins are necessary to
prevent odors and rodents. For the residential
organics pilot, DSNY provides households with
one 2-gallon kitchen collector and one or two
10- to 25-gallon curbside bins.50 The curbside
bins are provided at no cost to households.
Based on the number of bins delivered per
household in the pilot and current costs to the
City, the analysis assumes bins would cost $21
per household. Thus, providing bins citywide
would cost $64 million. The analysis also
assumes bins have a useful life of 10 years, for
an annualized cost of $6 million. Under a 20
percent capture rate, the per-ton cost would be
$36; if capture rates mirrored sanitation district
recycling capture rates, the per-ton cost would
fall to $17.
Processing, transportation, and bin costs total
between $81 and $149 per ton, assuming

residents set out 20 percent of their organic
waste. Consequently, for all but one alternative
organic waste disposal is more expensive than
current refuse disposal practices. (See Figure 5.)
This conclusion is true even in neighborhoods
that do not require additional collection routes.
Considering all costs and savings, the net costs
of residential organic waste diversion would
total between $1,336 and $1,403 per ton if 20
percent of organics is diverted. If the capture
rates are the same as district-level recycling
rates for paper, metal, glass, and plastic, the
net costs would range from $459 to $526 per
ton. On an annual basis, the lower-diversion
scenario would add costs of between $239
million to $251 million, and the higher-diversion
scenario would add between $177 million and
$203 million. (See Table 2.) The table below
shows that the vast majority of added cost
stems from the additional cost of collection in
those districts where it is infeasible to either
reduce regular refuse collection frequency or
switch to dual-use trucks.

In-sink food waste disposers
In-sink food waste disposers grind household
food scraps and convey the waste through a
building’s water pipes to the city’s sewers to
a wastewater treatment plant, where it goes
through the same process as city sewage. Until
1997, the City of New York banned in-sink
disposals in combined sewer areas, but the ban
was reversed following a DEP study that found
their use would have manageable impacts on
the wastewater treatment system.51 According
to the U.S. Census, 50 percent of American
households have in-sink kitchen disposals,
totaling 67 million disposers nationwide.52 In
contrast, in the New York City metropolitan
area only 7.5 percent of households have them;
however, 17 percent of homes built in the last
four years have installed these devices. Certain
new luxury residential developments, including
the LEED Platinum certified Visionaire in
Battery Park City and the ultra-luxury One57 in
midtown Manhattan, include garbage disposals
as featured amenities.53 Nearby Philadelphia
recently adopted an in-sink disposer mandate
on all new residential construction.54
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Figure 5: Comparison of Organics Processing, Transportation, and Bin Costs
per Ton to Status Quo Refuse Disposal
Processing

Transportation (75 miles)

Bins (higher capture)

Bins (expected capture)

$149
$81

Turned
Windrow

$116

$99

Aerated
Windrow

$105

In-vessel

Stand-alone

Composting

$85

Truck-hauled
Co-digestion

Status Quo

Anaerobic Digestion

Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix A.

Table 2: Citywide Savings/(Costs) of Residential Curbside Organics Diversion
(millions of dollars)

Anaerobic Digestion

Composting
Turned
Windrow

Aerated
Windrow

In-vessel

Stand-alone

Truck-hauled
Co-digestion

Scenario 1 - 20% Capture Rate
Kitchen and Curbside Bins
Transportation
Processing
Avoided Refuse Disposal
Subtotal, Without Collection
Curbside Collection
Total Net Added Costs

($6)
($3)
($5)
$15
$1
($240)
($239)

($6)
($3)
($8)
$15
($3)
($240)
($242)

($6)
($3)
($17)
$15
($11)
($240)
($251)

($6)
($3)
($11)
$15
($6)
($240)
($245)

($6)
$0
($12)
$15
($4)
($240)
($243)

Scenario 2 - Capture Rate = Recycling
Kitchen and Curbside Bins
Transportation
Processing
Avoided Refuse Disposal
Subtotal, Without Collection
Curbside Collection
Total Net Added Costs

($6)
($7)
($11)
$33
$9
($186)
($177)

($6)
($7)
($17)
$33
$2
($186)
($184)

($6)
($7)
($37)
$33
($17)
($186)
($203)

($6)
($7)
($24)
$33
($5)
($186)
($191)

($6)
$0
($27)
$33
($1)
($186)
($187)

Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix A.
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All but one alternative for organic waste
disposal are more expensive than the status
To operate, food waste disposers require about
1 gallon of running water per person per day.55
Installation citywide would increase water flow
by 8.5 million gallons per day, or less than 1
percent of the current citywide average water
flow of 1.3 billion gallons per day. Permitted
design capacity at the City’s 14 wastewater
treatment plants is 1.8 billion gallons per day,
but varies at individual plants; introduction of
in-sink disposers would use at most 6 percent
of excess water flow capacity in the most
impacted plant. (See Appendix A for data on all
14 plants.)
Adding more solids to the system would have
a greater impact, however. About 30 percent
of food waste is solids and 20 percent is
suspended solids; the rest is water and dissolved
solids. The City’s wastewater treatment system
is designed to filter suspended solids and
move them to plant digesters. At 100 percent
household participation, total suspended solids
(TSS) would increase 18 percent, from 273,407
tons to 323,639 per year.56 At the individual
plant level, two plants already exceed monthly
EPA suspended solid limits and two others
would exceed EPA limits with 100 percent
participation.57
Another important measure to consider is
digester capacity. DEP found 9 of the 14
plants could handle additional solids in their
digester tanks for an average of 15 days.58
Without sufficient digester capacity, DEP must
spend more to dewater digested sludge and
dispose of biosolids. The plants with no excess
digester capacity are Bowery Bay in Queens,
Coney Island in Brooklyn, Jamaica in Queens,
North River in Manhattan, and Owls Head in
Brooklyn, and they serve about 45 percent of
the city’s population. (See Figure 6.) Based on
these physical constraints, the cost analysis
assumes in-sink disposers are viable for 20
percent of households in Queens, 50 percent
in Brooklyn and Manhattan, and 100 percent in
the Bronx and Staten Island.
Any initiative involving in-sink disposers would

also require consideration of the impacts on
combined sewer overflows (CSOs), in which
significant rainfall causes DEP to discharge
untreated wastewater into city waterways, and
potential impacts on permit requirements for
nitrogen removal. The City’s 14 plants vary
considerably and should each be analyzed
separately. In regard to nitrogen impacts,
the literature on in-sink disposers presents
conflicting conclusions with some studies
finding additional food waste in the sewer
system increases nitrogen loads and other
studies concluding the carbon content of food
scraps reduces the need for supplemental
carbon to remove nitrogen in the nutrient
removal process.59 DEP has also expressed
concerns about increased clogged pipes, the
ability of old infrastructure to handle increased
loads, and the impact of additional fats, oil, and
grease in the sewer system. These problems are
particularly severe in areas without combined
sewers where the increase in volume could be
more likely to impact the system. DEP has a
consumer education campaign underway to
encourage proper disposal of grease.
A typical in-sink food waste grinder can handle all
food scraps except extremely fibrous materials
such as corn husks and artichoke leaves;
studies of disposer usage find households use
them for about 50 percent of food scraps.60
Notably, this rate is substantially higher than
average capture rates of about 20 percent in
the residential organics pilot. If 50 percent of
food waste went through disposers in the 55
percent of households where treatment plants
have sufficient capacity, 148,667 tons of food
waste would be diverted through the water
system – 83 percent of the tonnage diverted by
curbside organics collection with a 20 percent
capture rate.
The first step to using food waste disposers is
the purchase and installation of the device. This
analysis assumes a device cost of $50; $142 for
one plumber and one electrician for one hour
each at prevailing wage rates to install; and a
useful life of 10 years for the device, bringing
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Figure 6: Map of New York City Sanitation Districts by Wastewater
Treatment Plant Watershed

Source: Anthony Fiore, Director of Energy Regulatory Aﬀairs, New York City Mayor's Oﬃce of Sustainability, presentation to the American Biogas Study Group:
Market Development Summit (May 21, 2015), slide 8.
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the annualized purchase and installation cost
to $23 million.61 On a per-ton basis, the cost
would be $156 per year. If disposers are
installed during new construction, these costs
would be substantially lower.
For the operation of the in-sink disposers, there
will be additional water and electricity usage.
The added electric usage is about 4 kilowatthours annually; at current New York City electric
prices of $0.04 per kilowatt-hour, this would
cost $0.18 per household annually. The cost
of water consumption would be higher, in part
due to the City’s high water prices. Assuming
added water usage of 1 gallon per person per
day, additional water consumption would cost
$13 per household per year at current prices
of $0.01 per gallon. These costs would total
$22 million per year, or $147 per ton. These
charges could be paid by households or by the
City.

Table 3: Citywide Savings/(Costs) of
Residential Food Waste Disposers
(in millions)

Device Purchase and Installation

($23)

Water and Electricity

($22)

Wastewater Treatment Processing

($20)

Biogas Revenues

$2

Refuse Collection

$9

Refuse Disposal

$13

Net Added Costs

($41)

Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix A.

participation rates, the future cost of disposing
biosolids, and federal regulations.

DSNY would avoid fees associated with refuse
export; such savings would total $13 million
per year. Based on an analysis at the sanitation
district level, four districts could drop a refuse
pickup if 50 percent of food waste went down
the sink: Bedford-Stuyvesant and Brownsville
in Brooklyn and Mott Haven and Concourse
in the Bronx.62 A reduction in refuse pickups
for these four districts would save DSNY $9
million, for total DSNY savings of $22 million.

The net reduction in DSNY collection and
disposal costs of $22 million per year, combined
with the annualized cost of installation ($23
million), device operations ($22 million), and
DEP processing costs ($18 million) yields an
additional citywide cost for in-sink disposers of
$41 million per year. (See Table 3.) This cost
estimate assumes 100 percent participation in
households served by treatment plants with
physical capacity. On a per-ton basis, the net
added costs would be $278, far less than the
cost of curbside organics collection.

By shifting management of food waste to the
wastewater treatment system, costs would
increase for DEP. Based on a national study
of food waste disposers, this analysis assumes
in-sink disposers would cost DEP $83 per
ton in operating costs and $49 per ton in
annualized capital costs, including upgrades to
equipment to reuse digester gas. The assumed
added operational costs for DEP of $20 million
would be partially offset by avoided electricity
purchases from the grid of approximately $2
million, for net added costs of $18 million for
DEP. Actual costs could be higher or lower
depending on required infrastructure upgrades,
particularly for greater biogas capture and
revenue generation. Other factors that may
drive actual costs higher or lower include actual

While in-sink disposers would be far less
expensive as a method for organic waste
diversion than curbside collection, they
would divert less material and pose numerous
logistical issues. Many residential buildings have
bans in place, and additional costs are likely
to accrue to building managers for occasional
maintenance and repair work. Clogged pipes
may also occur more often due to additional
grease put down the sink. Despite resistance
from building owners, residents would benefit
from reduced trash odors, longer intervals
between emptying the trash, and potentially
fewer pest and rodent problems. Reduced food
waste set on city sidewalks prior to collection
would also have positive effects on odors and
pests.
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OPTIONS FOR COST-EFFECTIVE
ORGANICS DIVERSION
The above analysis finds citywide organic waste
diversion is not a cost-neutral strategy: the cost
of relying upon curbside collection without
significant reduction in refuse collection would
be prohibitive. Nonetheless, opportunities may
exist to divert food waste and other organic
materials in some neighborhoods, and DSNY
should explore these opportunities.
Two potential strategies for
diversion of organic waste are:

economical

 limiting residential curbside organics
programs to areas that do not require
additional collections; and

 encouraging the use of in-sink food waste
disposers in four districts, utilizing net
savings from collection and disposal to pay
for the related installation and energy costs.
1. Expand curbside collections only where
additional collection routes are not required.
Only one sanitation district can economically
divert organic waste at current capture rates.
If sanitation districts can divert organic waste
at the same rate as recyclable paper, metal,
glass, and plastic, as many as 10 districts could
implement curbside organics diversion without
adding new collection costs. This could be

Table 4: Potential Savings/(Costs) from Targeted Residential Organic Waste Pilot
Costs

(dollars in millions)
Aerated
Net
Diverted Organics Organics Windrow
Refuse Savings/
Households Tons
Bins Transport Composting Disposal (Costs)

Bronx
Concourse, Highbridge, & Mount Eden

47,935

4,645

($0.1)

($0.1)

($0.2)

$0.4

$0.0

Brooklyn
Bedford-Stuyvesant

50,688

4,636

($0.1)

($0.1)

($0.2)

$0.4

$0.0

Crown Heights North & Prospect Heights

50,266

4,536

($0.1)

($0.1)

($0.2)

$0.4

$0.0

East Flatbush, Farragut, & Rugby

50,711

6,649

($0.1)

($0.1)

($0.3)

$0.6

$0.1

Park Slope, Carroll Gardens, & Red Hook

49,709

5,241

($0.1)

($0.1)

($0.2)

$0.5

$0.0

Queens
Astoria & Long Island City

75,758

9,917

($0.2)

($0.2)

($0.4)

$0.9

$0.2

Bayside, Douglaston, & Little Neck

43,279

8,787

($0.1)

($0.2)

($0.4)

$0.8

$0.2

Queens Village, Cambria Heights, & Rosedale

59,953

11,686

($0.1)

($0.2)

($0.5)

$1.1

$0.2

Staten Island
New Springville, & South Beach

45,266

11,522

($0.1)

($0.2)

($0.5)

$0.7

($0.1)

Tottenville, Great Kills, & Annadale

57,658

16,193

($0.1)

($0.3)

($0.7)

$1.0

($0.1)

531,223

83,812

($1.1)

($1.5)

($3.8)

$7.0

$0.6

Total
Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix A.
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Table 5: Potential Savings/(Costs) from Residential Food Waste Disposer Pilot
(dollars in millions)
Bronx

Concourse, Highbridge, Mott Haven
& Mount Eden
& Melrose

Households
Potential Food Diverted (Tons)

Device Purchase and Installation
Water and Energy Costs
Wastewater Treatment
Biogas Revenues
Refuse Collection
Refuse Disposal
Total

Brooklyn

Bedford- Brownsville
Stuyvesant & Ocean Hill

Total

47,935
6,334

26,096
2,810

50,688
5,628

44,269
2,647

168,988
17,419

($0.7)
($0.7)
($0.8)
$0.1
$2.4
$0.5

($0.4)
($0.4)
($0.4)
$0.0
$1.1
$0.2

($0.7)
($0.7)
($0.7)
$0.1
$3.7
$0.5

($0.6)
($0.6)
($0.4)
$0.0
$1.8
$0.2

($2.4)
($2.4)
($2.3)
$0.2
$9.0
$1.5

$0.8

$0.2

$2.2

$0.4

$3.7

Source: CBC staﬀ analysis. See Appendix A.

accomplished by dropping a weekly refuse
pickup or collecting refuse and organics at the
same time in dual-bin trucks. A reduction in
refuse pickups would be challenging, requiring
a substantial increase in resident participation
rates and City Council approval. However,
if DSNY limited source-separated curbside
residential organic waste collection to districts
that do not require additional collections, the
City could divert 83,812 tons while avoiding
new costs. Assuming the organic material is
processed at an aerated windrows composting
facility 75 miles from the City, the program
would save $610,800 per year. The savings
from avoided refuse export and disposal
at landfills and combustion plants would
offset the costs of new bins, transportation,
and processing. (See Table 4.) Additional
operational efficiencies or partnerships with
the private sector could further allow for costeffective program expansions in additional
neighborhoods.
2. Consider encouraging use of in-sink
disposers in neighborhoods with adequate
treatment plant infrastructure and capacity to
reduce garbage collection.

Diversion of food waste through in-sink
disposers would be a cost-effective strategy
in parts of the city with sufficient wastewater
treatment infrastructure. DEP and DSNY
should collaborate to identify suitable
neighborhoods where sufficient capacity exists
at the wastewater treatment plants and trash
collections could be reduced. This analysis finds
two districts in the Bronx and two in Brooklyn
in areas served by adequate wastewater
treatment infrastructure that could divert
17,419 tons of food waste and drop a weekly
refuse pickup if disposers were adopted. This
would generate $9 million in annual savings for
DSNY and reduce truck traffic in these areas.
Achieving such collection savings will require
collaboration with the City Council. While DEP
processing costs would increase $2.3 million
annually, the collection reduction combined
with avoided refuse disposal and revenues
from biogas generation in DEP digesters would
produce net savings of $8.4 million. About
half of these savings would be offset by an
additional $2.4 million (annualized) for device
purchase and installation and $2.4 million
annually for energy and water costs. (See Table
5.)
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CONCLUSION
Citywide curbside organics collection would
add new costs ranging from $177 million to
$251 million annually, largely to pay for new
truck routes. At least 88,000 new DSNY truckshifts would be needed, adding traffic and
contributing to local air pollution. Moreover,
if residential or commercial organic waste
diversion were to expand significantly, accessing
processing capacity close to New York City
would be a challenge, at least in the short
run. If 20 percent of residential and business
organic waste was diverted, all existing regional
capacity would be exhausted and an additional
175,000 tons of annual capacity would be
needed. Numerous developments have been
proposed within and near the city that could
accommodate this growth; their realization
and cost structure need to be assessed in
determining the feasibility of a large-scale New
York City organics program.
An option for cost-effective organics recycling
is to consider it only in those neighborhoods
in which an additional collection route is not
necessary. This could be achieved by dropping
a weekly refuse pickup or using dual-bin trucks
to collect organics and refuse at the same time
on those routes with sufficient unused capacity.
DSNY is already implementing such practices
in several neighborhoods in the residential
organics pilot and has expressed interest in
identifying additional operating efficiencies.
At a 20 percent capture rate this approach
would only be viable in one sanitation district;
should capture rates rise to current recycling
rates (double that seen in the pilot program),
this strategy could be viable in 10 districts,
and could divert nearly 84,000 tons annually
without adding new costs.
In areas where excess collection capacity does
not exist, DEP and DSNY should collaborate
in the design of pilot demonstrations for insink food waste disposers. These devices can
deliver food waste to the anaerobic digesters
already in operation at wastewater treatment
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plants. As the City invests in digester upgrades
and equipment to improve its reuse of digester
gas, food waste disposers could enable some
digesters to function more efficiently. Installing
food waste disposers in the four neighborhoods
served by wastewater treatment plants with
excess capacity and the capacity to reduce
collection frequency could reduce costs by
$3.7 million; collection and disposal savings of
$8.4 million would be offset by the $2.4 million
annualized cost of devices and the additional
cost for water and electricity of $2.4 million per
year.
If wider diversion of organic waste is a high
priority, collection costs must be brought
down as part of the program. This may require
fundamentally altering collection routes and
practices. For example, opening all or some
residential waste collection to a competition
in which private carters could bid on routes
could reduce costs by more than enough to
cover the additional collections required.63 As
New York City seeks to achieve environmental
benefits through the expansion of organic
waste diversion, municipal leaders need to be
mindful of the already outsized costs for waste
collection.

APPENDIX A: COST MODEL
ASSUMPTIONS
This Appendix describes the assumptions,
method, and sources used in the cost model.
Additional summary tables are also included.

Curbside Collection Cost
Assumptions
Current refuse collection costs per ton and
per household
Citywide cost figures come from a DSNY
analysis for fiscal year 2014. The estimate
for collection costs aims to capture direct
costs and exclude indirect and fixed costs.
Collection costs include all refuse management
expenses at DSNY’s Bureau of Collection
and Cleaning, motor equipment expenses for
refuse management, and 50 percent of refuse
collection field support. It is assumed some field
support costs are directly linked to the number
of routes and workers, but other support costs
are fixed. These total $619 million.
The analysis assumes 90 percent of these costs,
$549 million, are for residential collections;

the rest is for government agencies, schools,
and street waste. Collection costs were
apportioned to each borough based on their
share of worker collection hours in fiscal year
2012 and then divided by curbside household
refuse tonnage. This data was provided by
DSNY. The per-household figures are based on
the number of occupied households reported
in the U.S. Census, 2013 American Community
Survey (ACS). (See Table A1.)
Variable export cost per ton of refuse
DSNY pays fees to private companies to
transport and dispose of city trash. The analysis
uses export contract prices from fiscal year
2014 and considers only the variable portion.
Data was provided by the New York City Office
of Management and Budget (OMB).
Organic waste per household
In 2004 DSNY conducted an extensive survey
of household waste composition by borough.
This analysis uses those findings and applies
the compostable share of household refuse

Table A1: Organic Waste Cost Model Assumptions by Borough
Collection Variable Export Refuse Collection
Average Weekly
Cost per Ton Cost per Ton
Cost per
Organic Waste per
of Refuse
of Refuse
Household
Household (Pounds)

Recycling
Capture Rate

Bronx

$163

$82

$152

12.0

33%

Brooklyn

$217

$91

$192

11.6

42%

Manhattan

$174

$68

$108

7.7

45%

Queens

$233

$95

$216

12.4

48%

Staten Island

$261

$65

$295

15.3

57%

Citywide

$208

$85

$178

11.2

43%
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to fiscal year 2015 DSNY statistics for refuse
tonnage by borough. It assumes 90 percent
of DSNY refuse is residential. The number
of occupied households comes from the U.S.
Census, 2013 ACS.
Recycling capture rate
The capture rate measures the share of covered
material properly separated. The analysis
uses the capture rates for paper, metal, glass,
and plastic by sanitation district. The data is
available for fiscal year 2010 on New York City
Open Data.
Impact on Collections
The analysis considers how many sanitation
districts may be able to reduce refuse
collections. For each district it was determined
how much organic waste would be diverted
under two scenarios: a 20 percent capture
rate and a capture rate equal to each district’s
capture rate for recycling. The amount of total
organic waste in each district was calculated
based on curbside household refuse collections
in fiscal year 2012 and the assumed share
of organic material in the waste stream by

borough, according to the 2004-2005 DSNY
waste characterization study.
The number of refuse truck-shifts was reduced
by one per week in each district. For districts
with three times per week collection, the
reduction was 33 percent; for districts with
two times per week collection, the reduction
was 50 percent. Some districts have a mix of
two and three times per week refuse collection;
for those districts, the number of shifts was
reduced 40 percent. The number of truckloads
per district was calculated by multiplying
the number of reduced truck-shifts by the
average number of truck dumps per shift.
Then, the remaining amount of refuse (net of
organics diversion) was divided by the number
of truckloads. It was assumed that DSNY
trucks can hold 12.5 tons of refuse, based on
guidance provided in the City’s Environmental
and Quality Review Technical Manual for Solid
Waste and Sanitation Services.
The analysis found 10 districts could reduce
a weekly refuse pickup if organic waste were
diverted at the same rate as recycling in the
district. (See Table A2.) A similar analysis was
conducted to test the viability of dual-bin
trucks. It was assumed each compartment

Table A2: Sanitation Districts that Could Reduce Refuse Pickup, if Organics
Capture Rate Same as Recycling Capture Rate
Curbside Refuse Curbside Dumps Refuse
Refuse Potential New Refuse
Tons per
Refuse
per
Pickups Truck-shift Organics
Tons
Truck-Shift Truck-Shifts Shift per Week Reduction Diverted per Load
Astoria & Long Island City*

8.2

6,055

1.1

2.0

3,027

9,917

12.3

Bayside, Douglaston & Little Neck*

7.1

5,244

1.0

2.0

2,622

8,787

10.7

Bedford-Stuyvesant

9.3

5,312

1.0

3.0

1,771

4,636

12.4

Concourse, Highbridge & Mount Eden

15.9

3,416

1.9

3.0

1,139

4,645

11.6

Crown Heights North & Prospect Heights

9.7

3,403

1.0

3.0

1,134

4,536

12.3

East Flatbush, Farragut & Rugby

8.4

6,196

1.0

2.5

2,478

6,649

12.1

New Springville & South Beach*

8.1

6,503

1.0

2.0

3,252

11,522

12.4

Park Slope, Carroll Gardens & Red Hook*

8.0

3,437

1.0

2.0

1,719

5,241

12.5

Queens Village, Cambria Heights & Rosedale* 6.8

9,393

1.0

2.0

4,696

11,686

11.2

Tottenville, Great Kills & Annadale*

7.6

9,263

1.0

2.0

4,632

16,193

11.5

Average/Total

8.9

58,222

1.0

2.1

26,470

83,812

11.9

Note: District with "2.5" weekly pickups has 2 weekly refuse collections in some parts and 3 in others.
*District could also switch to dual-bin trucks for organics and refuse.
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could hold 6.25 tons of refuse. The analysis
found six districts could switch to dual-bins;
each of these could also drop a weekly refuse
collection.
In fiscal year 2012, DSNY operated 259,327
curbside refuse truck-shifts. For this analysis,
it is assumed organics collection routes mirror
refuse routes, and it is assumed each district
adds a weekly organics waste pickup. If this
were to happen citywide, collection costs
would increase 44 percent, and the number of
curbside household truck-shifts would increase
by 114,396. If refuse collections were reduced
in the 10 districts identified above, the number
of truck-shifts would be reduced by 26,470,
bringing the net increase to 87,926. For the
scenario in which organics diversion is the
same as district recycling, it is assumed that
collection costs increase 34 percent citywide.

The assumptions for organic waste bins are
based on DSNY’s Request for Proposals (RFP)
in October 2014. The RFP specifies different
sized kitchen and curbside bins depending on
building size. Contractors are to provide all
households with one 2-gallon kitchen collector
and one- to two-unit buildings with one 10to 16-gallon curbside bin; three- to four-unit
buildings with one 20- to 25-gallon curbside
bin; and five- to nine-unit buildings with
two 20- to 25-gallon curbside bins. The RFP
specifies the bins must have a minimum service
life of 10 years and a DSNY label. According to
DSNY, bin prices for the residential pilot have
been $3 for 2-gallon kitchen collectors, $20 for
13-gallon bins, and $36 for 21-gallon bins.
The RFP also includes data on the number of
bins allocated per household in the organics
pilot to date. The data shows an average of 1.1
kitchen collectors per household, 0.7 13-gallon
bins per household, and 0.1 21-gallon bins per
household. Using these averages, it is assumed
the kitchen bin costs $3 per household and the
curbside bin costs $18 per household.
Transportation to processing facility
analysis

assumes

The assumptions for transportation costs
are largely based on a study from the Water
Environment Research Foundation. It is
assumed truck maintenance costs $0.45 per
mile; trucks get 5.8 miles per gallon; the price
of diesel is $4 per gallon; annual labor costs are
$36 per hour; average truck speed is 45 miles
per hour; and the number of tons per truck is
15. Long-haul garbage trucks can typically fit
20 tons, but the quantity is likely to be less
for New York City until participation expands
significantly.
Compost tipping fees

Organic waste bins

The

anaerobic digestion facilities are located 75
miles from the city. Actual facilities may be
closer or farther. The largest composting
facility in the region that accepts food waste,
New Milford Farms in Connecticut, is 80 miles
from midtown Manhattan.

composting

and

Composting costs depend on the type of
technology used. In order of least expensive
to most expensive, the three technologies
considered are turned windrows, aerated
windrows, and enclosed vessel. A 2012 study
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Food Scrap Recycling: A Primer for
Understanding Large-Scale Food Scrap Recycling
Technologies for Urban Areas, surveyed capital
and operational costs at composting facilities.
The study found total operating and capital
costs ranged from $15 to $40 per ton for
turned windrows; $25 to $60 per ton for
aerated windrows; and $80 to $110 per ton
for in-vessel. The analysis uses the average
of these costs for turned windrows and invessel. The assumed tipping fee for aerated
windrows is based on actual fees of $45 per
ton at Ag Choice in New Jersey and the former
Wilmington Organics Recycling Center in
Delaware.
Anaerobic digestion
The costs for anaerobic digestion are based on
a survey of facilities conducted by the City of
Vancouver in 2014. The study found optimal
economics are achieved with a 44,000-ton
plant (40,000-tonne). This sized plant would
cost $18 million to construct (CAD$20 million).
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Table A3: Summary of Curbside Organics Collection Savings/(Costs) Per Ton
Based on 20 Percent Capture Rate
Bronx Brooklyn Manhattan Queens Staten Island Citywide
Kitchen and Curbside Bins

($33)

($35)

($52)

($32)

($26)

($36)

Transportation (75 miles)

($18)

($18)

($18)

($18)

($18)

($18)

$82

$91

$68

$95

$65

$85

Turned Windrow Composting

($28)

($28)

($28)

($28)

($28)

($28)

Aerated Windrow Composting

($45)

($45)

($45)

($45)

($45)

($45)

In-vessel Composting

($95)

($95)

($95)

($95)

($95)

($95)

Anaerobic Digestion

($62)

($62)

($62)

($62)

($62)

($62)

NYC Wastewater Treatment Plant

($69)

($69)

($69)

($69)

($69)

($69)

($899) ($1,376)

($900)

($1,677)

($1,854)

($1,339)

($895) ($1,365)
($963) ($1,432)

($929)
($996)

($1,660)
($1,728)

($1,861)
($1,928)

($1,336)
($1,403)

30,105

28,999

50,570

13,336

178,900

Avoided Export
Processing

Collection
Organics Net Added Savings/(Costs)

Low Cost
High Cost
Potential Organic Tons Diverted

55,891

The analysis assumes a 6 percent interest rate
and a 20-year amortization period, resulting in
annual debt service of $36 per ton. It is assumed
the plant would cost $70 per ton to operate
based on the experience of the 40,000-ton
Dufferin Organic Processing Facility in Toronto.
Costs would be offset by revenues from the
sale of biogas. Based on a presentation from
DEP, the analysis assumes one ton of food
scraps produces 241 cubic meters of biogas,
equivalent to 8,508 cubic feet. The average
wholesale price for natural gas (called the
citygate price) in New York from August 2014
to July 2015 was $5.12 per thousand cubic
feet. Based on these inputs, it is assumed
biogas generates $44 per ton of food waste,
and the net cost of anaerobic digestion is $62
per ton.
Co-digestion at wastewater treatment plant
The assumed costs for co-digestion are based
on estimated capital upgrades, biosolids
handling, and biogas revenues. For the
Newtown Creek pilot, DSNY pays Waste
Management $116 per ton to pre-process
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and transport food waste to the wastewater
treatment plant. Waste Management was also
responsible for financing a receiving station
at Newtown Creek. The analysis assumes this
fee would remain the same. It also assumes
the wastewater treatment plant would invest
in biogas conversion upgrades. National Grid
is investing $14.4 million in such equipment
at the Newtown Creek plant. Based on initial
processing plans of 50 tons of food waste
per day, or 15,600 tons per year assuming
operations six days per week, the annual debt
service for this infrastructure is $60 per ton. The
analysis assumes DEP finances infrastructure
over a 30-year period at a 5 percent interest
rate.
It is assumed biosolids equal 28 percent of
food waste input by weight, and the cost of
DEP biosolids handling is $136 per ton. For
a 2008 report on commercial food waste
grinders, DEP estimated operational costs of
$23.3 million for handling 519 tons per day,
or 189,435 tons per year. The estimated 2008
cost was adjusted for inflation. Thus, the cost
of biosolids handling is $38 per ton of food
waste input.

Table A4: Summary of Curbside Organics Collection Savings/(Costs) Per Ton
Based on Organics Capture Rate Equal to District Recycling Rate
Bronx Brooklyn Manhattan Queens Staten Island Citywide
Kitchen and Curbside Bins

($20)

($16)

($23)

($13)

($9)

($17)

Transportation (75 miles)

($18)

($18)

($18)

($18)

($18)

($18)

$82

$91

$68

$95

$65

$85

($28)

($28)

($28)

($28)

($28)

($28)

Avoided Export
Processing
Turned Windrow Composting
Aerated Windrow Composting

($45)

($45)

($45)

($45)

($45)

($45)

In-vessel Composting

($95)

($95)

($95)

($95)

($95)

($95)

Anaerobic Digestion

($62)

($62)

($62)

($62)

($62)

($62)

NYC Wastewater Treatment Plant

($69)

($69)

($69)

($69)

($69)

($69)

($540)

($522)

($397)

($519)

($211)

($481)

($522)
($590)

($493)
($560)

($397)
($464)

($483)
($551)

($201)
($268)

($459)
($526)

50,176 118,477

65,733

121,189

38,103

386,544

Collection
Organics Net Added Savings/(Costs)

Low Cost
High Cost
Potential Organic Tons Diverted

Based on the assumptions described above for
biogas revenue at anaerobic digestion plants,
it is assumed biogas produces revenue of $44
per ton of food waste. Based on the analysis
below of physical constraints at DEP plants,
Newtown Creek digested 49,698 tons of
total suspended solids in 2014. Assuming the
energy output of sewage is 10,000 cubic feet
of biogas per ton of dry sewage, as reported by
the East Bay Municipal Utility District, and 62
percent is currently flared, new revenue from
sewage would be $1.6 million, or $101 per ton
of food waste based on 50 tons per day. Total
net costs are assumed to be $69 per ton.
Because the cost of biogas equipment
upgrades do not depend on the amount of
food waste digested, the per-ton cost of codigestion would change if a greater quantity of
food waste were digested. For example, if the
amount of food waste increased to 250 tons
per day, as planned over the next few years
at Newtown Creek, revenues per ton from
sewage biogas would fall from $101 to $20
per ton and debt service would fall from $60
to $12 per ton, resulting in a net cost of $102
per ton.

Curbside Organic Waste
Collection Results
Table A3 summarizes the per-ton costs of
curbside organics collection by borough if the
organics capture rate is 20 percent.
Table A4 summarizes the per-ton costs of
curbside organics collection by borough if the
organics capture rate is the same as districtlevel paper, metal, glass, and plastic recycling
capture rates.

Food Waste Disposers
Device purchase and installation
It is assumed households purchase the simplest
available model of in-sink food waste disposer
for $50 per device. Installation is assumed to
require one hour of work for both a plumber
and an electrician. The prevailing wage rate for
a plumber in New York City is $93.65 per hour,
including benefits, and $48.32 per hour for an
electrician. The amount of material processed
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through disposers is assumed to be 50 percent
of household food waste; average household
food waste is based on DSNY’s waste
characterization study. Assuming the devices
have a useful life of 10 years, the annualized
cost of purchase and installation is $156 per
ton and $14 per household.
Household water and electricity usage
The amount of water and electricity required
to operate the devices is based on a review
of case studies. It is assumed devices use 4
kilowatt-hours per year at a price of $0.045
per kilowatt-hour, based on New York City
electricity prices for January to September
2015. The per-ton cost of electricity is $2 and
the annual household cost is $0.18. Numerous
studies have found household water usage
for disposers to be 1 gallon per capita. Based
on this assumption and DEP water and sewer
rates of $0.01 per gallon for fiscal year 2016,
the annual cost of water usage is $145 per ton
and $13 per household.
Wastewater treatment plant processing
The cost of wastewater treatment plant
processing is based on a comprehensive 2012
study by the Water Environment Research
Foundation (WERF). The study evaluated
alternatives to handle food waste based on
existing facility costs. For in-sink disposers,
the study assumed operating and maintenance
costs of $76 per ton. The WERF study also
assumed new capital costs of $692 per ton,
including a combined heat and power system.
Based on a 5 percent interest rate and a 30-year
amortization period, annual debt service costs
would be $45 per ton. Since the WERF study
used 2009 numbers, this analysis adjusted their
findings to 2014 terms, producing assumed
operating costs of $83 per ton and annual debt
service of $49 per ton.
In 1997 DEP evaluated the cost of residential
food waste disposers in the city. The study
produced a wide range of estimates depending
on the type of pollution controls installed.
Using the figures in that report and adjusting
for inflation would produce estimates of $47
to $182 per ton for annual operating costs and
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$10 to $111 per ton for annual debt service.
The assumptions used in this analysis fall in the
middle of these DEP estimates.
For revenues from food waste conveyed by
sewers, it is assumed biogas is converted
into electricity, which lowers the assumption
for revenues per ton compared to anaerobic
digestion plants or wastewater digesters. Based
on the experience of a Toronto anaerobic
digestion plant, it is assumed one ton of
food waste generates 270 kilowatt-hours of
electricity, producing revenues of $12 per ton
of food waste sent through in-sink disposers.
DSNY collection reductions
For each district, it was determined how much
food waste would be diverted if 50 percent
went down the sink. The amount of total
organic waste in each district was calculated
based on curbside household refuse collections
in fiscal year 2012 and the assumed share
of organic material in the waste stream by
borough, according to the 2004-2005 DSNY
waste characterization study.
The current number of refuse truck-shifts was
reduced by one per week. Some districts have
a mix of two and three times per week refuse
collection; for those districts, the number of
shifts was reduced by 40 percent. The number
of truckloads per district was calculated by
multiplying the number of reduced truck-shifts
by the average number of truck dumps per shift;
the remaining amount of refuse was divided
by the number of truckloads. It was assumed
that DSNY trucks can hold 12.5 tons of refuse,
based on guidance provided in the City’s
Environmental and Quality Review Technical
Manual for Solid Waste and Sanitation Services.
The analysis found six districts could reduce
refuse pickup if food waste disposers were
installed (Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brownsville,
and East Flatbush in Brooklyn; Concourse and
Mott Haven in the Bronx; and Queens Village
in Queens). (See Table A5.) A similar analysis
was conducted to test the viability of dualbin trucks. It was assumed each compartment
could hold 6.25 tons of refuse. The analysis
found one district could also switch to dual-bin

Table A5: Sanitation Districts that Could Reduce Refuse If
Food Waste Disposers Installed
Curbside Refuse Curbside Dumps Refuse
Refuse Potential New Refuse
Tons per
Refuse
per
Pickups Truck-shift Organics
Tons
Truck-Shift Truck-Shifts Shift per Week Reduction Diverted per Load
Bedford-Stuyvesant
Brownsville & Ocean Hill

9.3

5,312

1.0

3.0

1,771

5,628

12.2

9.3

2,489

1.0

3.0

830

2,647

12.3

15.9

3,416

1.9

3.0

1,139

6,334

11.2

8.4

6,196

1.0

2.5

2,478

5,906

12.3

15.2

1,584

1.6

3.0

528

2,810

12.4

Queens Village, Cambria Heights & Rosedale* 6.8

9,393

1.0

2.0

4,696

6,375

12.3

10.8

28,390

1.3

2.8

11,442

29,700

12.1

Concourse, Highbridge & Mount Eden
East Flatbush, Farragut & Rugby
Mott Haven & Melrose
Average/Total

Note: District with "2.5" weekly pickups has 2 weekly refuse collections in some parts and 3 in others.
*District could also switch to dual-bin trucks for organics and refuse.

Food Waste Disposers Results

trucks. Based on the analysis below of physical
constraints at DEP plants, it was assumed that
in-sink disposers are viable in four of the six
districts identified. Disposers are not viable
in the neighborhoods of East Flatbush and
Queens Village because they are served by the
Coney Island and Jamaica plants, respectively.

Table A6 summarizes the per-ton public
and private costs by borough of food waste
disposers.

Summary of Cost Analysis

In fiscal year 2012, DSNY operated 259,327
curbside refuse truck-shifts. It is assumed
refuse reductions in these four districts would
reduce collection costs 1.6 percent citywide;
4.8 percent in the Bronx; and 3.1 percent in
Brooklyn.

The total cost of curbside residential organics
diversion would range from $177 million to
$203 million per year if capture rates are the
same as sanitation district rates for paper, metal,
glass, and plastic recycling. If the capture rate
is only 20 percent, citywide costs would range
from $239 million to $251 million. In contrast,

Table A6: Summary of Food Waste Disposer Savings/(Costs) Per Ton
Bronx Brooklyn Manhattan Queens Staten Island Citywide

Disposer Installation
Household Electricity
Household Water Consumption
Avoided Export
Treatment Plant Capital
and Operations
Biogas Revenues
Collection Avoided
Net Savings/(Costs)
Potential Organic Tons Diverted

($131)

($142)

($216)

($154)

($150)

($156)

($2)

($2)

($3)

($2)

($2)

($2)

($132)

($136)

($165)

($155)

($144)

($145)

$82

$91

$68

$95

$65

$85

($133)

($133)

($133)

($133)

($133)

($133)

$12
$67
($235)

$12
$119
($190)

$12
$0
($435)

$12
$0
($336)

$12
$0
($351)

$12
$61
($278)

52,332

46,377

23,920

14,458

15,880

148,667
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Table A7: Summary of Citywide Organic Waste Diversion Cost Analysis
Bronx Brooklyn Manhattan Queens Staten Island Citywide

Potential Organic Tons Diverted
Curbside, 20% Capture Rate

55,891

28,999

50,570

13,336

178,900

Curbside, Capture Rate Equals
Recycling Rate

50,176 118,477

65,733

121,189

38,103

386,544

Food Waste Disposer

52,332

46,377

23,920

14,458

15,880

148,667

($27)

($84)

($25)

($239)

($26)

($59)

($8)

($177)

($10)

($5)

($6)

($41)

($29)

($87)

($26)

($251)

($31)

($67)

($10)

($203)

($10)

($5)

($6)

($41)

30,105

Total Added Savings/(Costs), Low Cost ($ in millions)
Curbside, 20% Capture Rate
($27)
($76)
Curbside, Capture Rate Equals
($26)
($58)
Recycling Rate
Food Waste Disposer
($12)
($9)
Total Added Savings/(Costs), High Cost ($ in millions)
Curbside, 20% Capture Rate
($29)
($80)
Curbside, Capture Rate Equals
($30)
($66)
Recycling Rate
Food Waste Disposer
($12)
($9)

the use of in-sink food waste disposers would
cost $41 million annually. (See Table A7.)

Physical Constraints on
Wastewater Treatment System
The following analysis is based on 2014
monthly data for DEP wastewater treatment
plants available from New York City Open Data.
Water
The analysis assumes food waste disposers add
1 gallon of water per capita per day. Overall,
the 14 plants have a permitted capacity of
1.8 billion gallons per day, but only 1.2 billion
gallons are processed on an average day. The
addition of water from food waste disposers
was compared to each plant’s excess capacity.
Because water flows vary significantly by
month, largely due to rainfall, the additional
water impact was compared to water flows
during each plant’s maximum month. The
largest impact would be at Oakwood Beach
in Staten Island, where food waste disposers
would consume 6.3 percent of excess capacity.
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Total suspended solids
Total suspended solids (TSS) are materials that
are suspended in water. DEP reports on monthly
TSS influent and effluent. In 2014 DEP plants
processed 273,407 tons of TSS influent. This
estimate was calculated based on reported TSS
milligrams per liter and reported water flow at
each plant. To test the impact of food waste
disposers, the analysis assumes 19 percent of
food waste is TSS. This would increase TSS
influent by 18.4 percent overall and between
11.3 percent at North River in Manhattan and
25.0 percent at Jamaica in Queens.
Under federal regulations, DEP plants are
required to remove 85 percent of TSS and
keep TSS effluent below 30 milligrams per
liter. Based on reported monthly TSS effluent
milligrams per liter and reported water flow, in
2014 DEP plants released 21,437 tons of TSS
effluent. Using average removal performance,
food waste disposers would increase TSS
effluent by 3,522 tons, or 16.4 percent. The
increase would range from 11.0 percent at
North River to 23.4 percent at Jamaica.
Each plant was evaluated based on their worst
monthly performance in 2014 to determine if
the installation of food waste disposers would

Table A8: Impact of Food Waste Disposers on Total Suspended
Solids (TSS) Eﬄuent During Worst Month at New York City
Wastewater Treatment Plants, 2014

Plant

Maximum TSS
Tons of TSS
Water Flow
Minimum
Excess TSS
Eﬄuent
with
Inﬂuent with with Disposers, Monthly TSS
Capacity During
Disposers, mg/L Maximum Month
Disposers, tons
MGD
Removal
9,716

47

89%

15

51.4%

Bowery Bay

28,075

110

94%

10

65.3%

Coney Island

26,695

88

81%

38

(28.3%)

Hunts Point

25,376

124

89%

15

50.8%

Jamaica

21,659

81

90%

17

42.4%

Newtown Creek

60,828

220

88%

21

29.5%

North River

32,392

117

79%

39

(29.9%)

Oakwood Beach

10,389

30

91%

21

28.8%

Owls Head

27,666

95

83%

32

(7.8%)

Port Richmond

10,877

31

86%

32

(5.7%)

Red Hook

8,859

28

91%

18

39.7%

Rockaway

3,287

16

86%

19

37.1%

Tallman Island

13,532

58

85%

22

25.6%

Wards Island

44,286

211

85%

21

29.0%

323,639

1,255

NAP

NAP

NAP

26th Ward

Citywide
MGD = Millions of gallons per day
NAP = Not applicable

cause any plants to exceed their permits for
TSS effluent. In 2014, the North River and
Owls Head (Brooklyn) plants exceeded their
permits in at least one month; thus, they would
also exceed permits with food waste disposers.
Two other plants would have also exceeded
permits in 2014 with food waste disposers:
Coney Island in Brooklyn and Port Richmond in
Staten Island. (See Table A8.)

calculated based on reported cBOD milligrams
per liter and reported water flow at each
plant. To test the impact of disposers, the
analysis assumes 39 percent of food waste
is biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and 86
percent of BOD is cBOD. The installation of
disposers would increase cBOD influent by
88,340 tons, or 32.3 percent. The increase
would range from 19.8 percent at North River
to 43.9 percent at Jamaica.

Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(cBOD)

Under federal regulations, DEP plants are
required to remove 85 percent of cBOD and
keep cBOD effluent below 25 milligrams
per liter. Based on reported monthly cBOD
effluent milligrams per liter and reported water
flow, in 2014 DEP plants released 13,581
tons of cBOD effluent. Using average removal
performance, food waste disposers would
increase cBOD effluent by 3,991 tons, or 29.4

Carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand
(cBOD) measures the depletion of oxygen in a
body of water from the presence of biological
organisms. DEP reports on both cBOD influent
and effluent. In 2014 DEP processed 273,407
tons of cBOD influent. This estimate was
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Table A9: Impact of Food Waste Disposers on Carbonaceous Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (cBOD) Eﬄuent During Worst Month at New York City
Wastewater Treatment Plants, 2014

Plant

Tons of cBOD
Inﬂuent with
Disposers, tons

Water Flow
with Disposers,
MGD

Minimum
Monthly
cBOD Removal

Maximum cBOD
Excess cBOD
Eﬄuent with
Capacity During
Disposers, mg/L Maximum Month

26th Ward

12,778

47

95%

9

64.5%

Bowery Bay

31,761

110

96%

8

69.6%

Coney Island

27,177

88

94%

12

51.1%

Hunts Point

26,625

124

94%

8

66.1%

Jamaica

25,520

81

93%

15

41.9%

Newtown Creek

65,381

220

91%

18

29.8%

North River

30,482

117

79%

36

(44.2%)

Oakwood Beach

10,221

30

95%

11

54.7%

Owls Head

32,921

95

90%

23

8.8%
36.4%

15,109

31

95%

16

Red Hook

9,502

28

92%

18

29.2%

Rockaway

3,769

16

93%

11

56.9%

Tallman Island

14,940

58

94%

10

59.3%

Wards Island

44,282

211

94%

8

66.9%

350,466

1,255

NAP

NAP

NAP

Port Richmond

Citywide

MGD = Millions of gallons per day
NAP = Not applicable

percent. The increase would range from 17.0
percent at Port Richmond to 42.1 percent at
Hunts Point in the Bronx.

excess digester capacity available at all plants
except Bowery Bay (Queens), North River,
Coney Island, Jamaica, and Owls Head.

Each plant was evaluated based on their worst
monthly performance in 2014 to determine if
the installation of food waste disposers would
cause any plants to exceed their permits for
cBOD effluent. In 2014, the North River plant
exceeded its permit in at least one month; thus,
this plant would also exceed its permit with
food waste disposers. No other plants would
have exceeded permits in 2014 with food
waste disposers. (See Table A9.)

Results

Digester Capacity

Based on these exclusions and the populations
in those areas, it is assumed disposers are
viable in 100 percent of the Bronx and Staten
Island, 50 percent of Brooklyn and Manhattan,
and 20 percent of Queens.

For a conference presentation, DEP conducted
an analysis of capacity for co-digestion of
food waste at its 14 plants. The analysis found
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The analysis assumes that food waste disposers
are not viable in neighborhoods served by
Bowery Bay, North River, Coney Island, Jamaica,
and Owls Head. Based on the map below, the
following sanitation districts are partially or
fully served by plants with physical limitations:
Queens 1-6, 9-10, 12-13; Manhattan 4, 7, 9,
12; and Brooklyn 7, 9, 10-12, 13-18.

APPENDIX B: REGIONAL ORGANIC
WASTE PROCESSING CAPACITY
The analysis below shows estimated available
capacity for processing organic waste within
150 miles of New York City. The tables below
show existing and proposed capacity for food
waste and yard waste.
Permits for composting operations capacity
vary by facility and by state. Some permitted
capacities are volume-based (cubic yards)
and some are by weight (tons or pounds). To
convert per-day and per-week figures, this
analysis assumes facilities operate six days per
week, 52 weeks per year. Some permits apply
to specific types of organic waste (for example,
food waste, wood waste), while other permits

apply to all compostable material. Therefore,
capacity for food and yard waste cannot be
directly added to obtain a combined total.
This analysis is largely based on permits
and annual reports provided by the relevant
state departments. In the tables below, bold
numbers have been provided in permits and
annual reports. Non-bold numbers have been
converted from volume to weight. Conversions
assume 1 cubic yard of food waste equals
1,000 pounds and 1 cubic yard of yard waste
equals 539 pounds. Food waste capacity and
through-put information for Ag Choice in New
Jersey were obtained from other sources.

Table B1: Permitted and Proposed Organic Waste Processing Capacity
Within New York City
(tons per year)

Facility Name
Fresh Kills (yard waste)
Soundview Park (yard waste)
Fresh Kills (food waste)
Marine Park Golf Course
Rikers Island
Earth Matters NY, Inc.
Compost Learning Center
Added Value Red Hook
Community Farm Compost
Gowanus Canal Conservancy, Inc.
Build It Green!
Outstanding Renewal Enterprises

Borough

Permitted
Capacity

Processed,
2014

Staten Island

19,525

16,878

2,647

Bronx
Staten Island
Brooklyn
Queens

3,780
1,560
500
500

1,515
29
46
85

2,265
1,206
471
455

Manhattan

500

355

415

Brooklyn

500

87

413

Brooklyn
Queens
Manhattan

500
500
500

101
271
272

400
230
228

28,365

19,639

8,726

Total Existing Capacity
Newtown Creek (500 tons per day)
Fresh Kills (yard)
Fresh Kills (food)

Brooklyn
Staten Island
Staten Island

Available
Capacity

156,000
66,385
29,640

Total New Capacity Proposed

252,025

Total Potential Capacity

260,751
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Table B2: Food Waste Permitted Processing Capacity Within
150 miles of New York City
(tons per year)

Facility Name

Location

Distance to Permitted
NYC (miles) Capacity

Processed,
2014

Available
Capacity

80

53,865

3,852

50,013

Ellington, CT

130

6,000

3,155

2,845

McEnroe Farms

Millerton, NY

100

5,200

3,662

1,539

Fresh Kills

Staten Island

NAP

1,560

1

1,206

Town of New Paltz

New Paltz, NY

90

500

29

499

Marine Park Golf Course

Brooklyn

NAP

500

355

471

Rikers Island

Queens

NAP

500

46

455

Earth Matters NY, Inc.
Compost Learning Center

Manhattan

NAP

500

85

415

Added Value Red Hook
Community Farm Compost

Brooklyn

NAP

500

87

413

Gowanus Canal
Conservancy, Inc.

Manhattan

NAP

500

101

400

Ulster County Resource
Recovery Agency

Kingston, NY

100

500

239

261

Build It Green!

Queens

NAP

500

271

230

Outstanding Renewal
Enterprises

Manhattan

NAP

500

272

228

Hurd Farm

Clintondale, NY

75

500

318

182

Ag Choice

Andover, NJ

55

2,500

2,500

74,125

14,970

New Milford Farms

New Milford, CT

Harvest New England

Total
NAP = Not applicable
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59,155

Table B3: Total Food and Yard Waste Permitted Processing Capacity Within
150 miles of New York City
(tons per year)

Facility Name

Location

Distance to Permitted Processed, Available
2014
Capacity
NYC (miles) Capacity

Organic Renewal

Goshen, NY

70

107,724

28,321

79,403

New Milford Farms

New Milford, CT

80

78,865

5,034

73,831

Harvest New England

Ellington, CT

130

23,500

17,841

5,659

McEnroe Farms

Millerton, NY

100

16,073

11,043

5,030

Fresh Kills

Staten Island

NAP

21,085

17,233

3,852

Soundview Park

Kingston, NY

100

3,193

417

2,776

Ulster County Resource
Recovery Agency

Bronx

NAP

3,780

1,515

2,265

Town of New Paltz

New Paltz, NY

90

500

1

499

Marine Park Golf Course

Brooklyn

NAP

500

29

471

Rikers Island

Queens

NAP

500

46

455

Earth Matters NY, Inc.
Compost Learning Center

Manhattan

NAP

500

85

415

Added Value Red Hook
Community Farm Compost

Brooklyn

NAP

500

87

413

Gowanus Canal
Conservancy, Inc.

Manhattan

NAP

500

101

400

Ag Choice

Andover, NJ

55

10,234

10,000

234

Build It Green!

Queens

NAP

500

271

230

Outstanding Renewal Enterprises /
East River Park Compost

Manhattan

NAP

500

272

228

Hurd Farm

Clintondale, NY

75

500

318

182

268,954

92,613

176,341

Total
NAP = Not applicable

Note: Analysis excludes wood waste. Additional gross capacity exists for 50,000 tons for clean wood at New Milford Farms and 45,000 tons for land clearing
/clean wood and 15,000 tons for ground wood waste at Harvest New England. In 2014 Harvest New England accepted 18,100 tons of wood waste.
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Table B4: Potential New Organic Waste Processing Capacity
Facility Name

Location

Distance to
NYC (miles)

Tonnage Capacity
per Year

In-city
Newtown Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant (500 tons per day)

Brooklyn

NAP

156,000

Fresh Kills (yard)

Staten Island

NAP

66,385

Fresh Kills (food)

Staten Island

NAP

29,640
252,025

Subtotal
Regional
Bridgeport Bioenergy Facility

Bridgeport, CT

60

227,760

Trenton Biogas

Trenton, NJ

70

124,800

Gloucester City Organics Diversion

Gloucester City, NJ

100

124,800

Long Island Compost

Yaphank, NY

60

160,000

Turning Earth

Southington, CT

100

75,000

Greenpoint Energy Partners

Ansonia, CT

75

45,000

Quantum Biopower (Supreme)

Southington, CT

100

40,000

Subtotal
Total
NAP = Not applicable
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797,360
1,049,385
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